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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
In modern technology era, technology becomes parts of daily life. In that case, it is
important to teach technology to enhance the efficiency of the second language study. The
application of educational technology is not just for the usage of multiple technologies but for
using technology to abundant learning resources to make meaningful learning for learners and
efficiency for teachers both in theory and practice. The source of educational technology is
extending of industrial art. The purpose of educational technology is helping students to improve
problem-solving skills, critical thinking and career planning (Phil,2011). In the field of teaching
English as the second language, it is the integrity of linguistic, psychology and pedagogy.
Carol’s research identified the efficiency of computer assisted language learning as learning
support to second language acquisition (Carol,2007). Writing, as an important part of English as
second language study, is a hard part in developing materials, applying knowledge to help ESL
communicative skills. Thus far, plenty of technology including grammar correcting, database
revival and words translations appeared to help ESL learners. Moreover, multimedia teaching
brings more color to the class. But there is the lack of instructions for teachers in the aspect of
how to use technology to contribute the knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis,
synthesis and evaluation for writing class and how to lowest the extraneous load so as to make
the best utility of jemaine load to use multimedia in class (Mayer, 2009).
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Purpose of the project
The purpose of my field project is to enhance teaching efficiency in intermediate
academic writing (Nigel, 2010). I am utilizing the research on technology application and
multimedia information delivery for ESL writing class to establish the critical thinking for
students so as to make students learn ways to think differently through their experience and
knowledge and to lead students to write by using appropriate grammar, logical functions and in a
standard format.
This field project consists of three lesson plans to promote creativity, communication and
collaboration and to explore the application of technology in class. It also included a website as
LMS for students.

Significance of the Project
The development of society needs the education to cultivate pioneering and innovative
people.Different from traditional ESL teaching, the application of educational technology is the
process designing, developing, utilizing, managing and evaluating by using technology resources
(Kasper, 2000).
ESL writing class students who transferred from EFL learning environment, not only did
they seek the knowledge of academic writing, but also need instructions for the technology to
lower anxiety (Chapelle, 2008). As for instructors, it is important to choose multimedia
effectively in their classes, design curriculum and to adapt technology-rich environments
(Chapelle, 2008). This field project will provide instruction for students and teachers to minimize
technology barrier during study.
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Theoretical framework
This field project is based on the CLT (Cognitive Load Theory) and CALL (Computerassisted Language Learning) can provide the basic theoretical framework for the project.
Cognitive load theory is the total capacity of a load in working memory during a learning
process. As John Sweller(1980) indicated, there are three types of cognitive load. The first one is
the intrinsic load which refers to a low ability of learning due to the difficulty of association with
new knowledge and prior experience. The extraneous load is information hardly being proceeded
effectively with limited cognitive resources. The germane cognitive load is the one matches
schema to make learning constructed automatically to maximize learning outcomes. In that case,
reducing the intrinsic load and extraneous load to increase the germane load contribute to active
learning. Mayer (2001) further articulates the CLT to CTML (Cognitive Theory for Multimedia
Learning) which states that learners can learn better when they obtain information both from
visual and auditory channels. The purpose of those two theories is to make learning meaningful
rather than rote.
The second emphasis of this fled project is CALL (Computer Assisted Language
Learning). CALL is using computers to facilitate language teaching and learning (Levy, 1997).
How to use CALL in varieties of aspects for different intelligence students is the main point for
this field project.
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Limitation of the project
One of the limitations of this project is the intended learners. This is only for Chinese
students who studied in the US with insufficient TOEFL score for entering US universities and
with intermediate English learning experience in China. So it may not be suitable for ESL
learners from other countries.
The second limitation of this field project is that it assumes students have good computer
skills. Students may be familiar with using the computer to type but they may feel anxious about
using CALL during their learning.

Definition of Terms
Central Executive: The central executive is a system works for the working memory. During the
cognitive process, it functions as to distribute the attention and select information for the future
processing of the memory (Baddeley, 1998).
Cognitive Learning Theory : The theory states learning is the process of facing the current
problem derived from Gestalt psychology. It emphasizes the link between stimulus responses
and consciousness (Sweller, 1980).
Cognitive Load Theory: Cognitive load theory is the total capacity of a load in working memory
during a learning process (Sweller, 1980).
Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning (CTML): Cognitive theory of multimedia learning
states that people can learn better if words are related to images rather than the image alone
(Mayer, 2001).
Extraneous Processing: A cognitive processing with too many pieces of information that block
effective process (Sweller, 1980).
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Germane Processing: Germane processing states that people would learn easier if they with
their “schema” (Sweller, 1980).
Intrinsic Processing: Intrinsic processing refers to a low ability of learning due to the difficulty
of association with new knowledge and prior experience (Mayer, 2001).
Long-term Memory: Long-term memory is the memory can be stored for a long time which
developed from short-term memory (Baddeley, 1998).
Schema: An organized group of information integrated together as a pattern (Mayer,2001).
Sensory register: Sensory register is the instantaneous memory that only can be retained in 1s
(Baddeley, 1998).
Short-term Memory: Short-term memory is the memory that can be retained for 15-30 seconds
that is the time between a sensory register and working memory (Baddeley, 1998).
Working Memory: Working memory is a temporary memory system with limited capacity.
There are three components for working memory system including central executive system,
phonological loop, and visuospatial sketchpad. The working memory system can process or store
information simultaneously (Baddeley, 1998).
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
With the development of the computer and mobile phone, learning is not limited to
traditional methods. Online learning, like MOOC (Massive Open Online Courses), TED
(Technology, Entertainment, Design) is becoming mainstreaming way for breaking the barriers
of studying (Educational technology n.d.). As for language learning, grammar correcting
software like “Grammarly”, online dictionary like “Google Translate” “Youdao Dictionary”,
vocabulary applications like “Magoosh Vocabulary Builder” are broadly used by second
language learners. The application of modern technology can attract students and explore more
potentials for them (Badawi,2009). Therefore, students need to find the most efficient ways to
learn rather than just using traditional ways. If we use too many different types of technologies,
we will not get the desired effects. There are still plenty of challenges for how to choose
multiple technologies to support language learning. The research from Aladalalah and Gasaymeh
about blended learning shows the anxiety effects on students’ learning competencies during
online learning (Aldalalah & Gasaymeh, 2014)). How to avoid redundancy and stress is essential
for the application of educational technology.

Review of Literature
Two theories are taken into account for the efficiency of using technologies. One is
CLT theory, and the other one is CALL. This literature review will first introduce how memory,
attention and comprehension work for ESL learners, and then it will focus on how CLT and
CALL works.
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Memory
Because of different extraction and coding procedure, a memory system can be
classified as the sensory register, short-term memory, working memory and long-term memory.
The sensory register is the instantaneous memory that only can be retained in one second. The
working memory means information that can be stored in 1 minute. Short-term memory can be
retained for 15-30 second that is the time between a sensory register and working memory.
Long-term memory is memory can be stored for a long time which developed from short-term
memory (Baddley, 1998).
The concept of working memory was first put forward by Baddley and Hitch in 1974
derived from the concept of short-term memory. Working memory was considered as a
temporary memory system with limited capacity. With the major components include central
executive system, phonological loop, and visuospatial sketchpad, working memory system
processes and stores information simultaneously which play an important role in completing
tasks such as learning, comprehension, analysis (Baddley, 1998).
Moreover, according to the Theory of Level Processing, the depth of processing is
related to the duration of the memory (Craika& Lockhart, 1972). Hence during the language
study, if the learner intends to retain memory for longer time, source language should be deep
processing. Symbolization and visualization are two ways to enhance the depth of the procedure.
Symbolization refers to symbols that can vary of things including Chinese characters, English
alphabets, and signs that created by interpreters to represent contents. A practiced system of
symbolization and visualization are capable to short the time of processing information and
increase the accuracy of interpretation contents(Craika &Lockhart, 1972). For shaping the logic
relationships, visualization refers to images and motions that created by interpreters to
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demonstrate the structure of the sentence or relationships between sentences (Craika &Lockhart,
1972).

Comprehension
Comprehension mainly plays the role of the analysis and the extraction in memory
processing. Analysis and extraction are two important factors that reflect significantly for
memory (Gibson, 1998 ). For analyzing the source language, learners transfer the linguistic code
to abstract information by comprehending messages. Extraction refers to remember information
stored in short- term memory or recognized information when it appears again (Gibson, 1998 ).
It is an essential process for second language learners to change language code. This paragraph
discusses the importance of comprehension from “the Triangle Model Theory,” “Level of
Processing Theory” and “Language Switching Cost.”
In the Triangle Model Theory put forward by Seleskovitch (1978), the source language
is transferred as the meaning rather than literal linguistic contents. The first stage is the sensory
stage that starts to process information and the second stage is deverbalization which refers the
second language learners deverbalize the linguistic form and express the essential information to
the receiver (Seleskovitch, 1978). The concept of deverbalization relates to change the linguistic
form during the comprehension process from the source language so as to alleviate the load of
memory. Dehorah Garreston (1981) indicates that although it is hard for human beings to
memorize lots of words of speech, it will be much easier for them to remember a series of ideas.
Because of different grammar structure, cultural background, and language customs, the same
information can be expressed in different forms by different languages. Deverbalization can
decline mistakes caused by language imparities. During this procedure, messages of the essential
understanding are retained in short-term memory. In this case, the ability of comprehension and
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the capacity of memory is related to each other. Deeper understanding is the benefit to expand
the memory shortage (Dehorah Garreston, 1981).
Another theory about language comprehension is Level of Processing Theory which
indicates that the deeper levels of understanding processes, the longer memory will exist (Craika
&Lockhart, 1972). The Level of Processing Theory divided memory into different levels. In the
sensory stage, information stored for a short time and forget quickly. But during the deep level of
processing, contents become complicated and abstract with the increasing of analyzed levels so
as to extract the essential message from the source language. From the level of processing theory,
not only can second language learners correct meaning from the source language, but also can
screen unimportant information in the deep level of processing (Craika &Lockhart, 1972).
Moreover, the importance of comprehension can be seen through the language switching
process (Grosjean, 1992). The cost of switching language is not symmetrical which means the
proficient of the language depends on the time of language switching cost (Grainger &
Beauvillain, 1987). Thomas & Allport (2000) indicates that the first language is much easier to
be active, and when the first language is active, another linguistic code is in the disadvantage
position. When the second language learner demands to active another language, the first
language needs to be inhibited. During the comprehension of the source language, it is important
to maintain the activation of the source language lexical representation to ensure enough
vocabularies to be used (Thomas & Allport, 2000). During the producing of the target language,
it is significant to inhibit the activation of another language lexical representation to ensure
enough vocabularies to be used. But compared to the first language, maintaining for another
language will cost more cognitive capacities which lead to decrease capacities using for
inhibiting source language that cost more time for interpretation. Maximizing utilize language
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system of mental lexicon and knowledge in long-term memory to enhance comprehension
(Thomas & Allport, 2000; Orfanidou & Sumner, 2005) There are a lot of arguments based on the
language switching theory. In the experiment of Grainger and Beauillin (1987), they develop two
comparison groups between meaningful English words and meaningless alphabets and the result
shows that meaningless vocabularies were not exist language switching cost effect. Another
research from Von Studnitz indicates that the time for processing is decided by reflection. The
research shows that during the language switching, subjects would be slow if they were required
the repetition (Von Studnitz & Green, 2002a).

Cognitive Load Theory
CIT (Cognitive Load Theory) is first put forward by Sweller (2012). The main part of
the CIT is the knowledge learned consciously and information stored in working memory. A
group of information can be called schema. The schema can be built based on information from
long-term memory or borrowed by reading, learning, and modeling (Sweller, 2012). But later
was criticized by Schotz, they hold the opinion that knowledge can be gained unconsciously
(Schota,2007). But the future studies shows that memory cannot be stored during an unconscious
process (Kuldas, Ismail, Hashim, & Bakar, 2013). CIT emphasizes that cognitive load is based
on memory system and information are stored in long-term memory (Sweller, 2012).
Sweller (2010) indicates that a load of working memory based on three loads:
extraneous load, intrinsic load, and germane load. The extraneous load is redundancy
information to overload the cognitive efforts during knowledge processing. The intrinsic load is
opposite to extraneous load which is concerned with whether the interactivity is high among new
elements and knowledge the learners already have (Chandler& Sweller, 1994). The intrinsic load
will high if the single element is learned in isolation. Materials with high element interactivity
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mean the consistency in the learning (Sweller, 2010). For example, when learner recites an
article, it is easier for learner if they recite a meaningful sentence rather than a group of isolated
words. The sentence/ group of words would process simultaneously in working memory, so if
those words consist a meaningful sentence, learners can link their scheme to make recite easier.
For germane load, it is different with extraneous load and intrinsic load which can be controlled
through materials. The germane load is more concerned with what learners characteristics are
(Sweller, 2010). In that case, the level of germane load depends on the level of extraneous load
and intrinsic load. The relationship among extraneous load, intrinsic loads, and the germane load
is important to discuss. According to Sweller’s research about element interactivity among
intrinsic, extraneous and germane cognitive load, the germane load can only be changed by turn
the level of extraneous load and intrinsic load. Mayer indicates that ere are essential processing
and generative processing. The essential processing is people will select information to process
when they obtain new information while the generative processing means people will process
information more effective if they have a schema to compare with (Mayer, 2007). The reason for
increasing the germane load is because when the intrinsic load is high, learners will give more
efforts to use working memory resources for essential materials (Sweller, 2010). On the contrast,
the essential processing overload would happen when the extraneous load is high, and the
intrinsic load is low. In that case, the germane load and intrinsic load would be low with a high
extraneous load. Mayer points out that the essential materials overload would happen would
happen with complex learning, inexperienced learners or fast- space learning process (Mayer,
2009).
There are two situations with essential processing overload. The first situation is an
overload happens in both visual and audio channeL. It would happen in a fast-space multimedia
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lesson. Specifically, learners might feel anxious about using technology and too many contents
of class so that with low cognitive capacity for comprehension. Mayer (2009) also indicates
segment principle and pre-training principle for the solution of overload in both channels.
According to segmenting theory is learners would learn easier if long contents are segmented. It
would slow the pace in class. From the theory about language comprehension, the deeper and the
quicker processing information, the longer the information will exist. In the study of linguistics,
the focus of a sentence is determined by if the sentence contains new or non-derivable contents
(Haliday, 1967). The focus of a sentence determines the meaning of the sentence which can
make learner chose the important information as quickly as possible. For grasping the focus of
the sentence, it will easier for learners to first learn rules of sentence structures, For instance, the
simple sentence has the end-focus principle which means the point of the sentence is at the end
of the sentence. With the knowledge of sentence structure rules, sentence end-focus principle,
learners can recognize the essential part of the sentence which can make comprehension
procedure quicker no matter how complicated and long the sentence is. The second theory is the
pre-training principle. Mayer (2009) points that learners would learn better if they have training
for the concept or introduction of the use of technologies before the class. It would loathe anxiety
for learners and make them easier to increase the germane load. The second situation is the
overload happens in visual channel. This situation would happen with inexperienced learners and
too hard contents in class.Modality principle can help with visual essential processing overload.
The modality principle is using pictures and spoken words to help learners understand
maximizing (Mayer, 2009).
Sweller (2009) also points out a formulation to explain the relationship among
extraneous load, intrinsic load, and germane load. The formulation is working memory resources
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can priority used to deal with elements for intrinsic load, the germane load would be optimized.
The more extraneous load uses working memory resources, the less extraneous load they will use
in germane load (Sweller, 2010). Mayer also indicates two situations of extraneous overload. The
first situation of extraneous overload is the content of the class is attractive and technology-rich
but contains plenty of information which is unrelated with what teachers want to delivered in
class. In another word, those attractive information are useless. Those contents grabbed
attentions from learners and make them process that information so that learners may be
distracted by other things that slow the process of main contents. This kind of extraneous load
also can be called redundancy. To avoid this overload, signaling principle can be applied during
teaching. Signaling principle is people learn better if there are the highlight for important
contents and organization for the framework of the hard contents. The second situation of
extraneous overload is the arrangement of the class cause the confusion of learning. For example,
teachers are not able to use texts and oral instruction to explain clearly about the lesson. Spatial
principle that texts and pictures show closed with each other can make students with low
extraneous load (Mayer, 2009)
There is another situation for generation processing called generative processing
underutilization which means though the cognitive capacity is available, learners did not select
germane process due to lack of motivation. The multimedia principle, personalization principle
can be used for this overload. According to the multimedia principle, people would learn better
with text and pictures rather than using pictures along. The application of power point is the best
example of using multimedia principle. According to personalization principle, people would
learn better with narration in spoken styles rather than formal style. Hans( ) discussed animated
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pedagogical agent during his research and shows the result that the design of agent influence a
lot of students motivation.

CALL(computer-assisted language learning)
CALL (computer-assisted language learning) is first referred by Levey(1997) as the
using of a computer to enhance learning. According to Levey(1997), CALL now included a wide
range of application by the computer including virtual learning, distant learning, CMC
(computer-mediated communication), MALL (language learning in virtual worlds and mobileassisted learning). (wiki)
One key point for CALL is the combination with pedagogy and methodology for
teaching which can be seen as blended learning. The blended class is teaching both faces to face
in traditional way and CALL.
There is a lot of research about the application of CALL in language learning.
Getham (2004) conducted the comparison study between text-based study and computer program
study. The result showed that the group that was using the computer to remember forgot less
than the group with traditional way. Maja’s(2011) study of blended studying about the
effectiveness of LMS (Learning Management System) in public university ESL reading and
speaking class shows that the use of LMS improved the engagement for students. For the attitude
of instructor for the use of CALL in a classroom, the research “Instructors’ attitudes towards
CALL and MALL in L2 classrooms” indicate that international participants felt more
comfortable with using CALL and MALL and more confident about the effectiveness of the
application.
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Summary
The literature review is consisted of five parts. The first part is to introduce how
memory system works. The second part focuses on attention. The third part includes how to
improve comprehension from “the Triangle Model Theory,” “Level of Processing Theory” and
“Language Switching Cost” theory. The fourth part is about CIT theory. The CIT theory is based
on the control of extraneous processing, intrinsic processing to promote germane processing. It
also indicates different methods to avoid the essential processing overload and generative
processing overload. The last part is the research overview of CALL.
All in all, the literature review included the different aspects of how to make students
best learn with multiple technologies. From the review of literature above, we can concluded that
different ways of technologies should be applied based on different pedagogies and methods.
This field project includes three lesson plans which blend ESL writing class using LMS, MALL
and CALL. Based on the pre- training principle people will learn better if they can have training
for the technical contents and basic concepts (Mayer, 2009).
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CHAPTER III
THE PROJECT AND ITS DEVELOPMENT

Description of the Project
The field project consists of two parts. The first part is the lesson plan for three units of
classes. The second part is the LMS (Learning Management System) incorporated with lesson
plans. The intent of the course is to help ESL students learn how to write the argument in correct
ways. The course aims to help students explore critical thinking so that they can write in the
appropriate grammar and formats.
Part one includes three lesson plans for the ESL argument class. The first lesson is about
finding topics. The class begins with how to find valuable topics to argue. The second unit of the
course is about making a draft. This unit focus on creating a draft. The third unit is about
analyzing the arguments.
Part two is an LMS website designed for the class. The website is www.yoyowuwu.com.
There are four modules for class. Module one called “Using Technology to Write Better.” The
unit includes the introduction of using google docs, tools for MLA format, websites for grammar
correction, ways to expanding vocabularies and ways to using a database. Module two is
“Finding topics,” and this module helps students to understand what kinds of topics can be
judged as argumentative topics. Module three is “Making Draft,” and this part creates a
discussion board for students to post their draft. This module includes the organization of the
argument, how to write the engaged introduction and the strong conclusion. Module four is
“Analyzing Draft,” this goal talks about revising and editing arguments.
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Development of the Project
The reason for choosing this topic is that using technology in the class is important. The
author began with a literature review, based on the review of CIT and CALL theories, for the
benefit of effective learning. Then the author searched for a variety of technological tools to
support writing class. For the development of the lesson plan, the author believed that students
could learn best in a communicative, structural and open-minded atmosphere. The first lesson
concentrates on collaboration. The cooperation among students and teachers and communication
among students can make it easy for the students to comprehend. The second lesson focuses on
the differentiation. The lesson plan is for creating drafts. The third lesson focus on writing
creativity. The content of this part is for revising the argument.
For the development of LMS, the author chooses “Reclaim Hosting” as the domain of the
website. The HTML code for the website is “Markdown.” The software for FTP (File Transfer
Protocol) is Cyberduck.
Here are the steps for developing the project
Step1. Review of literature about effectiveness of technology in teaching English.
Step 2. Searched for website, application, and software.
Step 3. Developed website as LMS
Step 4. Created lesson plans for instructors.
Step 5. Submit final project.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusion
This thesis focuses on the following topics: applying technology in ESL writing classes;
theories on the relationship between memory and learning; cognitive load and tools for
computer-assisted learning. The literature review part introduces the background of the
educational technology, indicating the meaning of working memory along with the memory
system. CTML and CALL theories are highlighted. This section provides a framework
explaining why technology is necessary for ESL classes.
The field project’s purpose is to use techniques that can enrich the content taught in the
classroom. Students will be able to apply these techniques to improve their learning strategies.
The first part of the field project consists of lesson plans for teachers. These plans show them
how to apply CTML and CALL theories in their classes. The second part which is LMS is for
students. It illustrates the effectiveness of multimedia in improving class performance. The
project goal is to improve education by giving people tools so they can learn for themselves. The
application of educational technology is the process of designing, developing, utilizing,
managing and evaluating by using technology resources (Kasper, 2000).
This field project has potential to help students improve their writing skills. The use of
technology provides students with various ways to learn the material.
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Recommendation
ESL writing classes can use the contents of this field project. The lesson plans provide
suggestions on how to use technology to enrich the content. LMS is especially for students who
are unfamiliar with different technology applications. The field project serves as a student’s
guide. This project is an introduction to technology applications for students and teachers.
Teachers can use the technological tools to explore content for other classes based on the lesson
plan. For the LMS for students, students can use it to review after class, check the grammar
mistakes and using online tools to do citations.
There are still many technological tools that may have beneficial educational applications.
So, there is still room for further study into different technological tools. The learning
intelligence of students is still unclear. Future studies may survey the intelligence of students
before the technological applications. Teachers can also test which tools are most effective in
their classes.
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Part 1: Lesson Plan

Introduction
This project consists of two sections with useful tools for both teachers and students.
The first part has three lesson plans for teachers and a learning management system for
students. This project is geared towards college students who need to take ESL writing
courses. These students are freshmen with insufficient language proficiency required
for their majors. This project will enable students to experience a diversity of culture,
skills and knowledge. It serves as a useful resource for critical thinking and
brainstorming.
This class is an advanced ESL writing course where students can achieve English
proficiency. It helps students with the academic writing required for their majors. This
class focuses on helping students develop proper grammar, an improved range of
vocabulary, improved writing and critical thinking skills.
Students are expected to learn how to think critically, using both their experience
and knowledge. They should be able to use proper grammar in their writing. This class
format encourages students to develop and expand their critical thinking skills. Students
will be able to take their skills learned from their home countries and transfer those
lessons to skills to the American education.
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Anchor Lesson 1: Collaboration

Lesson Context
○ This unit is part of the ESL advanced writing for the evaluative argument. This
is the first unit that students will learn.
○ The goal for this class is to help students develop creative and critical thinking
skills before they start writing. Students will be able to use various methodologies
to prepare their topics. During the class, the instructor will give several pictures
to the students and let them link the pictures together. Then they will discuss why
they linked those pictures in various ways. The purpose of this exercise is for
students to improve their creative and critical thinking skills. By summarizing
and critically analyzing various academic articles, they will build these vital skills
before they begin to write. Students will also engage with their classmates in peer
work. They will help each other improve their writing by building
communication and collaborative skills. After the class finishes brainstorming
ideas, the standard formats of the essay will be taught.
● Function of this lesson
○ Hook students’ interests that brings an easy topics to discuss at the beginning of
the class.
○ Give the students an example in order to help them explore how to write a strong
persuasive essay.
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○ Assign a project to let students practice these skills.

Lesson Objectives
After the students complete this unit, they will have the tools to make effective topics
for evaluative arguments.
The big ideas are finding the topic and structure.
● Enduring understanding
○ Students will understand that there are different writing styles.
○ Students will understand how to find an effective argument topic.
○ Students will understand the structure of an argument.
● Essential questions
○ What are the qualities of a good evaluative argument?
○ How do effective writers attract attention and convince their reader?
○ What criteria can be used to evaluate good writing?
● Content knowledge
○ Structure
■ Students will be able to identify and explain the purpose of a thesis
statement.
■ Students will be able to describe the different parts of an essay.
● Skills
○ Students will be able to analyze opposing viewpoints.
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○ Students will be able to design their essay using a clear structure that includes
topic sentences, cited evidence, example and conclusions.
○ Students will be able to develop their critical thinking skills.
○ Students will be able to work collaboratively with other students.
○ Students will be able to create a research thesis on specified topics.
○ Students will be able to use technology to find reliable sources.

Checks for Understanding
○ Task
■ Students will work in teams to write an evaluative essay proposal on a
given topic.
■ In regards to technology, students will use google docs as the main
platform for their workflow. Students can use the online library database,
Wiki and Google to finish their report. All of their acquired data must be
categorized under the assigned resources.
○ Other evidence
■ Discussion: Students will do peers edition with group members. Each
group will be assigned work from two other groups. Students will change
their roles from a “writer” to “editor” to cite their works.
■ Quiz: Students will have a quiz to check for their understanding of the
class.
○ Expectation
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■ Students will learn how to do research by using technology.
■ Students will learn how to select examples in an argumentative essay
■ Students will learn how to structure sentences to make a convincing
statement.
■ Students will learn how to write using formal language.
■ Students will learn how to work collaboratively.
● Tools
○ Google form: Making quizzes for checking the understanding of pre-reading.
Google form can show an analysis of students’ grades, which will show their
mastery level.
○ Google docs: Making peer feedback. It will clearly show both who writes
comments and the quality of the content to ensure students will give effective
feedback to their fellow classmates.
○

I will grade their essay in LMS for their revision. The grade will be 20% of the
total points.

● Reflection of Learning
○ From discussion and homework, students have to give their peers feedback. This
not only will help them realize their mistakes from others' work but also expand
their thinking and help them accumulate more knowledge.
○ The instructor can check the students’ understanding by checking if they are able
to make a convincing argument using structured, formal sentences with proper
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vocabulary.
○ To avoid students only paying attention to their grades, the instructor will give
them two chances to revise their work before receiving a final grade. The students
will have revised their work based on feedback from their peers and professor.
● Future steps
○ From project: Instructor can prepare the lectures by checking if the students
understand how to construct argumentative essay.
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Launch

● Instruction
○ Warming-up exercise 1:

[10

■ T uses google form to share every student a link for the quiz

minutes]

of essential elements of writing contrasting and comparing.(5
multiple choice questions.)
■ S finish the quiz in 3 minutes.
○ Hook:
■ T arrange students to discuss in two minutes about “If I want
to persuade a elementary headmaster to change the rule for
wearing uniform everyday, what will you say?”
■ S discuss with their partner.
■ T asks two students to answer questions after the discussion.

● Students will firstly review what they learned about comparing and
contrasting from their pre-reading. They will then practice how to make
sentences in pairs work. This raises an easy persuasive topic which relates to
students’ daily life. Students can use their experiences to answer the question.
● Using a easy topic to pique the students interests so that they will not think
that writing persuasive essays are difficult.

Explore

● Instruction
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[20
minutes]

○ T gives lecture to students on how to write argumentative essay by
using the topic “Whether students should wear an uniform everyday
in school.” (Structure/ using of example/ formal language)
○ S discuss about the topic again and write the outline of the topic.
○ T asks students to share the outline to their partner and teacher.
○ S comment on other students’ outline.
● The potential roadblocks are that students may not finish the outline in class
on time. For this, I can move in the class and answer their questions during
their draft time. Also, students may be disengaged in the peers feedback. To
solve that problem, instructor can provide a standard on how to write peer
feedback. (Must contain a question/solution. Minimum words are 125.)
● Questions that would make students think deeper are ones like “Can you
summarize how to write convincing paragraph?” “What is the most important
thing for writing argumentative essay?”

De-Brief

● Instruction
○ T asks questions below:

[15
minutes]

■ What kinds of elements are important for writing an
argumentative essay?
■ What kinds of sources can you use during the data selecting
process?
■ What are differences between an argumentative essay and a
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narrative essay?
○ S discuss with group members about those questions and answer
questions on a white board.
● I expect students to able to
○ Understand essential elements for writing an argumentative essay.
○ Write using the standard form.
○ Find data by using credible resources.
○ Work together in group.

Apply

● Instruction
○ T gives the topic of “Whether UK should stay in the EU or not” and

[5
minutes]

share a link by google form to collect the students various position to
group students.
○ S discusses with students around them and fill the google form to
choose a position.
○ T arranges group members to sit together and give forms about how
to write the essay.( Introduction/ Argument for statement/
conclusion)
○ T gives the topic of “Whether UK stay in EU or not” and share a link
by google form to collect students position to group students.
■ S discuss with students around them and fill the google form
to choose a position.
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■ T arranges group members to sit together and give the form
of how to write the essay.( Introduction/ Argument for
statement/ conclusion)
■ This project is assigned as a homework and the final task is
finished an argumentative essay every group. Students need
to discuss in the discussion board on LMS and every group
need to establish a facebook page to report their process of the
project. students can use the database in the library, wiki,
google to finish their report, but all of the data need to
assigned resources. For the essay, students need to find shreds
of evidence by doing research online. Two data proof and
three specific cases are minimum examples in the report.
○ From today’s class, students are able to write in standard form;
recognize how to make essay convincing. Students will use these
skills to finish their essay and can use these skills in any
argumentative essay.

Reflection:
● Collaboration
○ There are 4 types of collaborations involved in the class, they are collaboration
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preparation, collaboration feedback, collaboration production, collaboration
presentation.
■ Collaboration preparation :At the beginning of the lesson, students need
to find partner to finish their exercise.On the one hand, it avoids disengage
for the practicing because pairs work can force students to practice. On
the other hand, partner can evaluate with each other and find their own
problems.
■ Collaboration feedback: I ask students to their partner’s outline. The tool
I use is google doc.Students can give comment by sharing link to others.
■ Collaboration production: Students need to finish their project by their
group. Tools involved are canvas discussioboard that can share ideas from
other group. Google form: to make students state their position to make
group.
■ Collaboration presentation: For the assignment, students need to show
their work process. The tool I use is facebook page. Students can post
every steps for their work to avoid disengaged group members.
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Anchor Lesson 2: Differentiation

Lesson Context
○ The unit is part of composition in the ESL advanced writing for argumentative
essay. This is the second unit for students.
○ The mandates for the class is to make students write in proper structure and
correct grammars. Students will be able to apply their knowledge to construct
convincing evaluative arguments. Students will be assigned in different groups
to work with peers. Instructor should pay attention on students with special needs.
● Sequence steps
○ Exam knowledge from last class.
○ Assign groups work for students to let them explore deeply about the contents of
evaluative essay.
○ Make students experience the process of research and writing.
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Lesson Objectives
● Instructional framework
○

After students complete this unit, they will be able to write an argument essay.
The big idea is content.

● Enduring understandings
○ Students will understand that gathering evidence is critical in developing an
argument.
● Essential questions
○ Why is it important to use correct grammar?
○ How does the organization of words affect the meaning of a sentence?
○ What criteria can be used to evaluate good writing?
● Content knowledge
○ Evidence
■ Students will be able to identify what kinds of evidences can be used to
make argument convincing.
■ Students will be able to use right grammar and vocabularies.
● Key skills
○ Students will be able to analyze opposing viewpoints.
○ Students will be able to create sentences using proper grammar and vocabularies.
○ Students will be able to design their essay using a clear structure that includes
topic sentences, evidence, example and conclusions.
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○ Students will be able to develop in critical thinking.
○ Students will be able to do researches by using differnent tools.
○ Students will be able to use technology in class.

Checks for Understanding
● Task
○ Students will be assigned to work in groups. Students with equal writing
performance will be assigned in the same group. The standards are their former
assignments.
● Students with high performance will directly in the discussion and
research process. While students with lower writing performance
will get instruction of steps to do research, writing structure.
● Links from Khan Academy about how to structure sentences, how
to use correct grammar will be posted on LMS. All the students
can choose to watch any part of videos for their needs.
■ Expectation
● Students with higher writing performance can save their time to
do more challenge activities for them.
● Students are able to check video before to make sure they can
control all of writing skills before they start to writing.
● Students are able to use instructions for how to write evaluative
essay and MLA format to write in right formula.
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● Students are able to finish the project at the same time no matter
they are in higher writing performance group or lower writing
performance team.
● Tools
○ Google sheets: Google sheets has the function of cartogram and formula so that
instructors can use it to make groups by collecting performances of students.
○ Khan Academy/ Youtube:Both of websites have great resources about how to
structure sentences and how to use correct grammar.
○ Grammer correction website.
○ MLA citation tools.
● Opportunities
○ Instructor can check the understanding of if students can make a convincing
statement, structured formal sentence and use proper vocabularies.
○ To avoid students in different steps. I will give different instructions for the
preparation for class, give more option for the discussion and more resources for
their assignments.
● Future steps
○ Form quiz: Instructors can prepare lectures based on results of quiz to emphasize
the part students cannot understand.
○ From project: Instructor can prepare lecture by checking if students understand
how to use evidences for supporting argument essay.
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Segment

Launch

Description

● Instruction:
○ Warm- up exercise:

[10

■ T: Using google form to share quiz to students. The quiz is

minutes]

about MLA format and chapter 4 of “Good Reasons with
Contemporary Arguments”.
■ S: Finish the quiz.
■ T: Collects students quiz and use google doc to statistic the
weight of wrong answers. Give students the right answer.
■ S: Check which answer is wrong and review knowledge from
last class and pre-reading.
● Students will review the content from last class from the quiz. Also, after
two days preparation, students are able to summarize some tips on writing
argumentative writing from their pre-reading.

Explore

● Instruction
○ T: Asks questions about assignment reading “Eat Food: Food

[20
minutes]

Defined” and grouped students randomly.
○ S: Discuss those questions with group members.
○ T: Instruct assign the final project to students which is every student
need to write an evaluative essay. Students can select topic by
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themselves but the topic must be worth to argue.
○ S: Using google doc to draft their outline individually.
○ T: Walks around to check whether students with lower writing
performance can finish the outline. Pick up some question ( think
about if you are in the role of the opposite point of view, what will
you want to say?) to inspire their thinking. If they have writing
problem, encourage them to write the outline as much as possible and
allow them finish after the class.
○ S: Finish their outline and share that with group members. There are
20 students in the class which divided in 4 groups. Each group
member will evaluate other 3 students’ work.
○ T: Instructs students to make comparison for other three student’s
work for which point in their outline is effective and which point is
non-effective.
● The first potential roadblock is the way of grouping students. It is possible
that students in lower writing group may not finish their outline in class. One
of way I can think to overcome is to let them prepare before the class. I can
email the lower writing performance group the day before the class to let
them do preparations. The second thing is if students will feel unfairness
about the assignment and group setting.
● Questions I would like to ask to make students think deeper are “Can you
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summarize how to write statement?” “What is the most important thing for
writing argumentative statement?”

De-Brief

● Instruction
○ T: Arranges students discuss in their group.They can discuss face to

[10
minutes]

face or using Padlet. Make students think “why you think it is
effective/non-effective.”Ask questions during the analysis.
Questions are below:
■ Who are the audience of your essay?
■ What kinds of statements are effective statements?
■

If we design statements in different categories, how would
you classify your statement? (in different role or in different
part of life?)

■ What will you do next after choosing statements?
■ How can you collect evidences to make your statement
convincing?
○ S: Discuss questions in their group and present in LMS.
● Expectation
○ I expect students are able to
■ Understand

essential

elements

for

writing

effective

statements.
■ Thinking in different perspectives to make statements in
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different categories.
○ Combining research data with the topic.
○ Recognize what is an effective statement.

● Instruction

Apply

○ Teacher will instruct students to continue to do their project. Doing
[5

research to add evidences for their statements. To high writing

minutes]

performance group, directly in the discussion and research process.
While students with lower writing performance will get instruction
of steps to do research, writing structure. Also, provide writing
examples from OWL, videos about grammar and writing skills from
Youtube and Khan Academy to help students with difficulty in
writing an essay.
● From this unit students are able to draft their statements effectively; think in
different perspectives to enlarge their brainstorming. They can make future
steps of fill in evidences for their final project.

Reflection:
● Since this is a ESL class that all of students are non- English speaker, there is no
necessary for language setting. But students may have different performance in writing.
To make students full play in group work. I group students by their performance that
students with samer performance on writing will be in the same group.
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● I promote my class in differentiation by content and process.
● For content, I give different instruction for the preparation. I Email group with lower
writing performance to make them do more preparation for the class. Also, I post writing
sample, using videoes about writing skills to make sure students who are confused with
writing can find resources to enhance themselves. For tools, I use E-mail to announce.
Using Khan academy and Youtube for video and use OWL to find writing sample. Also,
I will encourage students use Grammarly to check their grammar mistakes.
● For process, I give different feedbacks to different groups about their outlines. Also, I
make discussion diversely in forms that students can discuss face to face or online to
make sure students who are not good at speaking can also show their ideas. For tools, I
use google doc to share different evaluations, use planlet to create online discussions.

Anchor Lesson 3: Creativity and Innovation

Lesson Context
○ The unit is part of the composition in the ESL advanced writing for the
argumentative essay. This is the third unit students learn. Students have already
learned how to find topics and how to draft essay. Students have already started
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their final project. This class will practice how to adduce evidence for the
argumentative essay.
○ The mandates for the class is to make students have creative and critical thinking
during writing. Students will do peers work to revise with each others’ writing to
built the communication and collaboration abilities.
● The function of this lesson are
○ Give students project to let them explore deeply about how to cite evidence.
○ Rethink their project and knowledge about argumentative writing.
○ Revise the final project and make improvement about argumentative writing.

Lesson Objectives
● Instructional framework
After students complete this unit, they will be able to write an argument essay. The
big ideas are evidence and analysis.
● Enduring understandings
○ Students will understand how to do research to enrich their evidence.
○ Students will understand that gathering evidence is critical in developing an
argument.
○ Students will understand how to use evidence to support their essay.
● Essential questions
○ What are qualities of a good argument?
○ How do effective writers attack and convince their reader?
● Content knowledge
○ Evidence
■ Students will be able to identify what kinds of evidences can be used.
● Skills
○ Students will be able to create sentences using proper grammar and vocabulary.
○ Students will be able to develop in critical thinking.
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○ Students will be able to work collaboratively.
○ Students will be able to use technology to find sources.

Checks for Understanding
○ Task
■ Students will cite parts of evidence for their statement as much as possible
in a different perspective.
■ Students will practice abstract thinking by conducting a story based on
different pictures.
■ A lot of evidence will be created by students based on their point of view.
○ Discussion
■ Students will share their point of view with each other during their
discussion,
■ Students will evaluate peers’ work during the discussion.
■ Students will discuss ways for how to adduce convincing evidence to
improve their ability of writing.
○ Expectation
■ Students are able to create supports for their point of view in different
perspectives.
■ Students are able to do research in many different kinds of ways.
(interview/ video/ database)
■ Students are able to understand essential elements for writing effective
evidence.
■ What tools will you use to check for understanding and give feedback,
and why those tools?
○ I will use remind.com to sent pictures to students during their warm up exercise.
Because it can send different kinds of pictures to each student.
○ I will let students report their process on their facebook page .Because not only
can I monitor the process, but also can students learn with each other.
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○ I will use google docs to let students draft their evidence. Because it is convenient
to do peers feedback and individual feedback.
● Opportunities
○ I can check the understanding of students by seeing if they can make convincing
evidence and use structured formal sentences and proper vocabulary.
○ Also, I can check the creativity of students by the evidence they choose.
○ Students will practice their abstract thinking by doing warm-up exercise.
● Future steps
○ Students will hand in the final project after the class. I will check the structure
and evidence they conduct for their final essay. If they can write in the correct
format and adducing convincing support for their statement, I will move to next
style of writing.

Segment
Launch
[10
minutes]

Description
● Instruction:
○ Warm-up exercise 1:
■ T:Using google docs to share two stories with every student.
Group every 3 students. Let students use three stories to
create a point of view. The topic is also created by students.
■ S:Present their point of view.
○ Warm- up exercise 2:
■ T: Using remind.com to share an image to every student and
tell them to be the partner with people next to them to use two
images to describe a story.
■ S: Present the story.
● From the warm-up exercise 1, students will practice how to make point of
view based on contents from last class. From the warm-up exercise 2,
students can able to use abstract thinking to organize a story. Also, after 3
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days research about their projects. Students are able to select a lot of
evidence related to the topic. This lesson helps students to select evidence
that can support their statement.

Explore
[20
minutes]

● Instruction
○ T: Instruct students to discuss with their group about evidence they
researched. Let students match 20 pieces of evidence for statements
in their outline which finished last class. (Instruct students to think
in different perspective, such as thinking of five pieces of evidence
related to data; thinking of 5 pieces of evidence from history;
thinking of 5 pieces of evidence from interview; think 5 shreds of
evidence from celebrities.)
○ S: Discuss with group numbers and draft evidence in powerpoint
shared with every student by using google docs.
○ S: Finish their outline and share that with other groups. There are 20
students in the class which divided into 4 groups. Every group will
evaluate other 3 groups’ work.
○ T: Instruct students to make in other three groups’ work for which
evidence are effective to support their statement and why.
● The potential roadblock is that students may not do enough research to
complete 20 pieces of evidence. The way I can navigate through this issue is
to let them create evidence by their knowledge and life experiences.
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● Questions that I would like to ask to make them think deeper are “What kinds
of evidences do you think is most convincing to support your point of view?”
“How to organize evidence to support your point of view?”

De-Brief
[10
minutes]

● Instruction
○ T: Analyze every group’s evidence in the google doc and make
students discuss in their group.They can discuss face to face or use
Padlet. Make students think “why you think it is effective/noneffective.” Ask questions during the analysis. Do you want to use one
piece of evidence for one point of view or combine two pieces of
evidence? What kinds of evidence can be combined?
○ S: Discuss questions in their group and present in class.
● Expectation
○ I expect students to able to
■ Understand essential elements for writing effective evidence.
■ Think in different perspectives for evidence.( interview/
history/ data/ celebrities)
■ Be creative in organizing evidence to make the best use
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examples to support the point of view.
○

Questions are below:
■ What kinds of evidence can support your point of view?
■ What categories of evidence is most convinced?
■ How can you collect evidence to make your statement
convincing?
■ How can you organize your evidence to support your point of
view?

● Instruction

Apply

○ The teacher will instruct the students to finish their project. Students

[5

will prepare for their final project essay and presentation that is due
next class. The due date for their final project essay is 2 days later

minutes]

which is the day before their next class. They will do peers feedback
after the due date as the assignment. In next class, every group will
do their presentation and they will get feedback from a teacher. They
have one chance to revise it and then their final essay and
presentation will be graded. The 30% grades are from peers and 70%
grades are from a teacher.
● From today’s class, students are able to cite evidence effectively, think in
different perspectives for their evidence and organize evidence to best
support their point of view. They can make a final step for their project.

Reflection:
● For the main project in this class, students will work with a certain style and
particular topic. Students need to write according to their topic in the
argumentative style. However, there is no right or wrong answer for students,
since they also need to use multiple methods of analyses to develop their own
point of view regarding the topic based on their prior knowledge and experience.
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● I promote my class’s creativity by developing authentic tasks, abstract thinking,
and workflow flexibility.
● For the authentic task, the project students will have finished are from relevant
issues in the real world. The topic of “whether it is more benefits for the UK to
leave EU or stay EU” are hot topics and related to everyone’s daily life. This is
an open-ended task that students can make a lot of solutions for it. For the
authentic task, students use google docs to write their essay and use pallet to do
online discussion.
● For abstract thinking and workflow flexibility, in the warm- up session, students
need to create a story using several pictures and create the statement by
combining different stories. Students will use their abstract thinking to relate two
different pictures or stories together. Also, students will combine stories/ pictures
in a new way. I will use remind.com to sent pictures and use google docs to sent
stories.
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Part 2 Learning Management System

The LMS is using “Reclaim Hosting” as the domain of the website. The title
of the website is “Argumentative English”.

Here are three blogs for students. The first one is introduction for how to use
technologies to help writing. The second one is for the first lesson “Finding topics”.
The second one is “Making draft” and the third one is “Analyzing draft”. Students can
click the blog page to see thoes topics.
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Lesson 1 Finding topic

Quiz is a link to the google form page:
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Here are some online tools for students to correct their grammar The first on is
Grammarly. It not only can detect the spelling and grammar mistakes but also can
find out repetitive words. The second one is the unilearning menu. There are a lot of
sample writing on that website. For the vocabulary learning. There are two links
provided on the LMS. The first on is thesaurus and the second on is
Thefreedictionary. Both of them provide synonyms to help the writing.
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Lesson 2 Making draft
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The power point link is to the google slide page. Here is the power point.:
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The last part is assignment.
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Lesson 3: Analyze Your Essay

47

The warm up activity use remind.com to make students discuss online. Students can
saw pictures that instructor posted and discuss on the discussion board.
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The power point link is to the google slide page. Here is the power point.:
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